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1 Executive Summary
This deliverable is a result of the activities carried out within Task 2.5 - Data hub: Upscaling
Ginestra®database - and is dedicated to realization of an internal IM2D datahub, which collects the
physical properties and data of materials generated by DFT codes within the IM2D infrastructure that
can be used by Ginestra® in the device modeling step. The possibility of IM2D to access external
databases within the OPTIMADE repositories has been already discussed in Deliverable D2.6 “Pipelines
to/from external repositories”2) at M31.
As a starting point, we considered the data generated by the partners of the consortium during the
INTERSECT activity. In this document, we discuss our policy to make these data publicly available. This
consists of submitting data associated with our publications to the Materials Cloud Archive.
Furthermore, we describe the Materials Cloud three-dimensional crystals database (MC3D), which
encompasses part of our efforts to contribute to the material science community as well as for the
future users of the IM2D simulation box and Ginestra®. This new materials database contributes with
novel materials and in the diversity of methods used to compute the materials properties.
It is worth noticing that for general IM2D users, external to the INTERSECT project, the possibility to
populate the IM2D datahub will remain a choice, with no obligations to make their data public. This will
meet the needs of industrial users to protect their research and IP.

2 INTERSECT database within Materials Cloud
2. 1 Materials Cloud Archive
One of the biggest problems in science is currently facing is the so-called Replication Crisis [1]. In
particular, research in computational science appears to suffer from the onset of this issue. Thus, many
efforts in recent years have been spent to tackle this matter. For example, tools such as AiiDA help
scientists to keep the complete provenance of their results. It has also become common practice to
publish a collection of data associated with a given publication. This data usually contains extra
information that cannot go inside the main text of the publication, but are essential for the full
replication of the results. With this in mind, we strongly encouraged all partners to submit an entry to
a public database storage associated with each of their publications related to the INTERSECT project.
Our repository of choice is the Materials Cloud Archive (www.materialscloud.org), an open repository
for research data that are relevant to computational materials science. Materials Cloud Archive is
mainly developed and maintained by EPFL, one of the consortium partners. Submissions to the
Materials Cloud Archive receive persistent DOIs and a guaranteed lifetime of at least 10 years from
submission. Experimental works are currently accepted only from authors affiliated with Materials

2

D2.6. https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EoKa1JxkqfCyM0jsIL1cq_6YHOqOqKEn/view?usp=sharing
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Cloud partners (INTERSECT included), or when the work relates to published computational results,
e.g., by confirming or disproving them.
To submit a record to the Materials Cloud Archive, a user must register in the platform. This is needed
so that one is able to (1) create new versions of records that have been accepted and published on the
Materials Cloud Archive, (2) update their references and keywords, and (3) have access to your personal
work area with all records you submitted to the Archive. After submission, the record will be reviewed
by a moderator who may ask for clarifications or revisions, in order to uphold the standards of the
archive, or even decline records deemed out of scope.
All partners have been asked to add a keyword "INTERSECT" to their records in the Materials Cloud
Archive to make it easy to search and access all data related to the project in the Materials Cloud
platform.

2.2 Materials Cloud three-dimensional crystals database (MC3D)
INTERSECT partners contributed to the realization of the MC3D database [2] that can serve the IM2D
community but also the scientific community at large. Despite other materials databases having similar
goals, such as the Materials Project, the MC3D database features novel materials and it is a push
towards the diversification of materials databases. It is the first of its kind whose main quantum engine
is Quantum ESPRESSO, one of the DFT codes included in the IM2D box. MC3D is hosted within the
Materials Cloud database, and accessible through a public URL3.
The MC3D database [2] is a curated set of relaxed three-dimensional crystal structures based on raw
CIF data taken from the external experimental databases MPDS [3], COD [4] and ICSD [5]. The raw CIF
data received various layers of treatment: they were imported, cleaned and error corrected [6], filtered,
and parsed [7,8] into a crystal structure. Only stoichiometric structures were kept into consideration.
Then, a uniqueness analysis was performed to avoid
duplications, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Venn diagram of the uniqueness analysis of all crystal
structures (without partial occupancies) imported from the COD, ICSD
and MPDS databases, after they were cleaned and parsed. The number
represents the quantity of unique structures in each overlapping region
[9].

3

www.materialscloud.org/discover/mc3d
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The next step was to compute the ground state of all these compounds using density functional theory.
For that, we used the SIRIUS-enabled [10] pw.x code of the Quantum ESPRESSO [11] distribution. We
performed these calculations using tight tolerance criteria from the SSSP protocols [12]. This entire
procedure is managed by AiiDA [13] workflows which automates the process while keeping full data
provenance. Here, since the original source data of the ICSD and MPDS databases are copyrighted, only
the provenance of the final SCF calculation on the relaxed structures can be made publicly available.
Currently, the database has about 35,000 compounds and it will be continuously updated with novel
materials or improved calculations. We call "parents" the structures that we obtain from the initial
screening of the several experimental databases, which search for new unique stoichiometric
compounds. Once a parent structure has been optimized using density-functional theory, it is made
public and added to the online Discover section of the Materials Cloud (copyrights might prevent
publishing the original parent). The MC3D ID numbers come from a list of unique parents. Note that
since not all structures have been calculated, some ID numbers are missing from the public version of
the database.
The full ID of each structure also contains as an appended modifier the functional that was used in the
calculations. Since the ID number points to the same unique parent, mc3d-1234/pbe and mc3d1234/pbesol have the same starting point, but have been then relaxed according to their respective
functionals.

2.3 Materials Cloud Discover Section
The Materials Cloud Discover Section presents a collection of curated research data. It features tailored
visualization tools for the various data sets contributed by authors affiliated with the Materials Cloud
partners, which includes the INTERSECT consortium.
The MC3D database can be accessed by clicking on its panel, as shown in Figure 2:

Figure 2. MC3D panel entry in the Materials Cloud Discover Section.

Users access the main MC3D page that includes an interactive search tool with a periodic table (Figure
3). Chemical elements that are present in any compound are colored in blue, elements in gray are not
present in the databases.
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Figure 3. MC3D search page. The search can be done by typing the compound name or by clicking on the elements that
compose it.

The user can either search a compound by name or by selecting various elements in the periodic table.
In the example below, we selected three elements, Mn, Fe, and Co. Notice that, as we go selecting
some elements, many others turn to gray color. That helps to avoid combinations which are not present
in the databases. In the example below (Figure 4), it results that the only compounds satisfying the
filtering condition are CoFeGeMn and CoFeMnSi.
Next, the user can click on one of the results and explore it. For example, we chose to click on
CoFeGeMn. We are then taken to a page that looks like Figure 5. We can see a visual representation of
the crystal structure on the left-hand-side panel. A double-click on it will make the structure
visualization interactive, where we can expand the unit cell, zoom, rotate, and more. In the central part
of the page, there is the Info section, which contains the materials ID, formula, Bravais lattice and
symmetry group information. The Source section keeps trace of the database that was the origin of the
parent structure. The Properties section collects simulated physical properties, such as the total energy
and magnetization of the material. Finally, on the right-hand side, information on the crystal structure
cell and the atomic positions are given at 3D structure cell and 3D structure atomic coordinates
sections.
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Figure 4. Example of filtering search by selecting elements in the periodic table.

Figure 5. Individual compound explore page. An interactive visualization tool is offered for the crystal structure. Also, much
information on the material is displayed.

It is worth mentioning that this database can also be accessed through the AiiDA REST API. This is a
web-based protocol that allows us to automate the access to the MC3D database.
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2.4 Materials Cloud Explore Section
Besides searching for the properties of individual materials and compounds through the Discover
section of the Materials Cloud, users have the opportunity to browse the entire provenance of the
database. This is provided by the Explore section of the Materials Cloud, which is an interactive browser
for AiiDA provenance graphs (see D4.2 First Data management plan4 and D4.6 Data management plan
assessment and revision5).
AiiDA generates data nodes, which represent small units of information (such as crystal structures,
input parameters, k-point meshes, codes, etc.) and processes, which are operations linking inputs,
codes, and outputs. The Explore section presents three tabs (Figure 6). The first is the Grid tab, where
one can list and browse through individual nodes and processes in the provenance graph. As illustrated
below.

Figure 6. Initial page of the Materials Cloud Explore section for the MC3D database.

By selecting one of the entries in the database, users can click on Details, which automatically takes to
the Detail tab parsing the uuid of the selected node. Here, we can visualize and download all the
relevant files associated with the node, along with an interactive provenance representation of that
node and the link to the provenance graph. See an example below (Figure 7), where a process is
represented by a square, regular nodes by circles, and codes by triangles. Clicking on any of these nodes
links to the corresponding Detail page. This allows one to navigate the entire provenance of a given
node, calculation, or output.

4
5

D4.2. https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZOqu25qmk2vTpDivEG6idHcwm0KYYly7
D4.6. https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WrwDRymnz6f1LPxtoQAmSlb98mmEC326/view
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Finally, the Statistics tab gives access to a graphical summary of the data and activities related to the
database, for example, the number of nodes of different types or the information on the calculations
and the workflow execution.

Figure 7. The Details tab of the Materials Cloud Explore section.

3 INTERSECT Internal Repository
A significant part of the work undertaken by the partners of the INTERSECT project has been dedicated
to the study of materials with established and/or potential applications in synaptic electronics, whose
constituent materials (e.g., amorphous chalcogenides, ferroelectric metal-oxides) are different from
standard Si-based devices. The physical parameters of these systems are usually not available on
materials databases. The goal is to collect and preserve the most significant findings of our research
and make them available to the scientific community at large. Hence, our final aim is to make the data
generated within INTERSECT publicly available.
Once any of the INTERSECT partners selects data for submission as part of a publication in a scientific
journal, it has been internally agreed that they will also upload such data to the Materials Cloud Archive
according to its specific policies, and with the inclusion of the keyword “INTERSECT” for ease of search.
Figure 8 (top panel) shows an example of the “INTERSECT” query results on the Materials Cloud Archive
and the corresponding published papers. Clicking on the single entries one has access to the publication
details and the uploaded data (bottom panel).
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Figure 8. Top) Screenshot of the “INTERSECT” query in the Materials Cloud Archive. Bottom) Screenshot of selected entry
details and data.

However, since part of the INTERSECT results has not been published yet (scientific papers are in
preparation), the unpublished data cannot be uploaded on the materials cloud archive, i.e., made
public. For this reason, each partner agreed to gather the data, generated within the project but not
yet published, on a private INTRANET storage session, accessible only to the consortium members,
through the INTERSECT website6. Such an internal database is conceived as a dynamic entity that
6

https://intersect-project.eu
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partners populate along with the production of data relevant for the upcoming publications. Once
published, data will be added to the Materials Cloud Archive, as INTERSECT outcomes (Figure 8). The
general structure of the database is simple and not meant to be optimal for search and retrieval of data,
but allows one to have a view of the ensemble of data produced or still in production within INTERSECT.
Each partner has complete freedom in selecting the amount and type of data that they deem relevant
for a future publication. Most likely, the intranet database will include a larger amount of data than the
one finally submitted to the Materials Cloud Archive, as the process of publication often requires a
selection of data across a long time-span and cannot be predicted with enough certitude. In this
respect, the intranet database is also an internal tool to keep track of the overall data produced during
the project. Each member of the INTERSECT project can access data produced and stored in the
partner’s entry of the intranet database. The frontpage to the database indicates the partner
ownership, as seen in the Figure 9:

Figure 9. Snapshot of the internal INTERSECT database, stored in the INTRANET section of the INTERSECT web portal.

Although the data within each partner’s folder is organized as to the owner’s convenience, the typical
structure includes subfolders where, for example, data are associated with a specific material or
physical process. As an example, we show the entry from CNR group (Figure 10), where data are
organized in terms of physical systems, e.g., crystalline GeSe, amorphous GeSe, metal/chalcogenide
interfaces (top panel). Specific subsystems are organized in subdirectories, for example per dopants,
dopant level, and stoichiometry (bottom panel).
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Figure 10. Example of folder structure organization of the internal database, per each project group (CNR in this case).

The data available for this particular system have been selected by the authors on the basis of general
criteria, mostly in order to provide full reproducibility of the results (e.g., crystal structure, softwarespecific parameters for setting up the calculation, etc.), as well as the access to processed data for
analysis of the physical properties of the system (e.g., density of states, band structure, etc.).
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4 Conclusions
The present deliverable describes the effort by the INTERSECT partners to ensure that the data
produced during the project will be stored in a reliable and easy-to-access way for the benefit of the
scientific community at large. Each partner is committed to upload onto the Materials Cloud Archive
the data relevant to all its INTERSECT-related publications. In the deliverable, the policies of such
uploading are described that guarantee full reproducibility of the published results. Meanwhile, a
database restricted to the INTERSECT partners has been set up that contains data related to research
that has not yet been published. Besides its usefulness as backup storage, the role of such a database
is that of giving an overview of the data produced within the project before the typical “skimming” that
is required by the time of the actual publication. Each partner has access to all data from the project
stored on this internal database, with no restriction for the format used, and very general guidelines
for selecting the data. Finally, we also described the Materials Cloud three-dimensional crystals
database, currently with about 35,000 materials known experimentally. The database also contains the
ground-state properties of the materials obtained with high-throughput calculations automated with
AiiDA. This is an effort for the diversification of materials databases, which is also very useful for the
user of the IM2D simulation box developed by our consortium.
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Acronyms
API - Application Programming Interface
DFT – Density Functional Theory
IM2D – Interoperable Materials to Device
MC3D - Materials Cloud three-dimensional crystals database
OPTIMADE - Open Databases Integration for Materials Design
REST - Representational State Transfer
UUID - Universally Unique Identifier
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